Module 8 Heavenly Realms 02 Spiritual Realms

Matt 6:10 ‘Your kingdom come. Your will be done, On earth as it is in heaven’.
We get to be involved as sons of God and coheirs in the “as it is in heaven” – How?
Engage heaven ourselves

Engaging the arc of God’s presence within the holy of holies is where we can receive the mandates that
enable us to function as lords, kings and sons
Our maturity opens up new levels of sonship and governmental authority experiencing YHVH, the 4
faces of God and the order of Melchizedek

Tabernacle of the outer court, inner court and the holy of holies pattern is a fractal image of the
heavenly realms themselves
The veils between the areas were known in the temple as the way, the truth and the life
Represent levels of maturity
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Blood of Jesus is always on the mercy seat covering the arc so we can all come with confidence to
engage the arc of God’s presence
Our spirit needs to resonate and harmonise with the contents of the arc
Expect God to reveal His will, word, heart and release His authority

Zech 3:7 “Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘If you will walk in My ways and if you will perform My service,
then you will also govern My house and also have charge of My courts, and I will grant you free access
among these who are standing here.’”

Many of us have had mystical encounters and experiences but most were of an involuntary nature
If we are going to be involved with the “as it is in heaven” we need voluntary encounters continually
Until we can live in dual realms

I have been on a long journey to discover how to engage the spiritual realms
It began for me by engaging the gifts of the Spirit where Holy Spirit reveals information to us
Prophecy – words, pictures and visions
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Discernment to distinguish spiritual knowledge and wisdom

God took me on a journey to train my spiritual senses to hear, see, perceive and know
The Hebrew understanding of seeing encompasses all the senses
Natural eyes, the eyes of our heart and the eyes of our spirit

Spiritual perception comes through the various senses
With our eyes closed the brain starts to see on the screen of our imagination. As our brain waves go
from faster beta waves to slower alpha waves we become more spiritually sensitive
All sensory information is actually discerned in our minds or consciousness

2 Cor 4:18 So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen, since what is seen is
temporary, but what is unseen is eternal.
We look at the unseen with the eyes of our heart and spirit which is played on the screen of our
imagination

“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all we now know and
understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and
understand.” - Albert Einstein
“Logic will take you from a to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.” - Albert Einstein
“The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a society
that honours the servant and has forgotten the gift.” - Albert Einstein

God communicates through a flow of thoughts, words, pictures and impressions that creates perception
This is received and interpreted in our minds on the screen of our imagination
We can learn to access the spiritual realms using those same senses

Heb 5:14 But solid food is for the mature, who because of practice have their senses trained to discern
good and evil
Voluntary encounters require practice
Desire takes discipline or perseverance to become a delight and a lifestyle
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Hearing God’s voice or seeing what God is doing – it is cognitive perception that is the key
Knowing is a conscious spiritual experience, not intellectual understanding
There are some encounters that are spiritual non-conscious experiences

My journey to explore, discover and function as a son in the spiritual realms has taken me to places
beyond my wildest imagination to do things beyond my wildest dreams
My Journey Beyond Beyond (link to book on Amazon).

What are the spiritual realms?
Where are the spiritual realms?
There are spiritual realms in this dimension all around us now
There are spiritual realms within us: our spirit and our soul
There are heavenly realms and places

There are other spiritual dimensions connected to the physical realms
The atmosphere around the earth
Dimensional places described as under the earth – Tartarus, Satan’s trophy room, the consuming fire of
God’s love

There are other dimensions where all the children are being tutored and trained
There are other dimensions where other races exist
There are portals between dimensions that can be opened and guarded

There is a dimension outside of time and space
The eternal now – what was before there was a created was
We can access this dimension by following the ancient paths
We can engage the heart and mind of God in that dimension
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We can step outside time and space into the eternal now being in the omnipresent God in the eternal
now we have access into what was was – His heart in the eternal now
The eternal now is where we came from and where we can return to engage

We access the womb of His creative thoughts where we can learn to see from that eternal perspective –
seeing from the now or continual beginning
We can learn to perceive the possibilities of what will be from the eternal now

Heb 12:22 But you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem,
and to myriads of angels, 23 to the general assembly and church of the firstborn who are enrolled in
heaven, and to God, the Judge of all, and to the spirits of the righteous made perfect, 24 and to Jesus,
the mediator of a new covenant,

Engaging these realms is both an exploration and an adventure, an amazing journey of discovery
Engaging these realms brings both relationship and responsibility
Face to face intimacy with God leads us to our positions of heavenly governmental authority

My journey progressed from visions to visitations to dual realms living
Involuntary experiences 1995, 2008 and 2010 took me beyond the veil
When I learned to access the spiritual realms by desire I had to be trained and tutored to be a son who
exercises government
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Zech 3:7 “Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘If you will walk in My ways and if you will perform My service,
then you will also govern My house and also have charge of My courts, and I will grant you free access
among these who are standing here.’”
Servant, steward, friend, lord, king, son, coheir, co-creator

Spiritual realm or atmosphere around us is where our personal angels are
Spiritual realm has other angelic beings, cloud of witnesses etc.
There are angelic portals into our realm and from our realm
I practised until I could see into those spiritual realms
Spiritual sonar

I found I could travel in those realms
Trans-relocation physically: sometimes involuntarily, sometimes by desire
Translation spiritually in time and space

I had experiences within the veil of my own spirit and soul which are also spiritual realms
Kingdom is within our spirit where God dwells and God rules
We are a house of God and a gateway of heaven
Two way access to heaven is within us so heaven can flow through us

Heaven manifests through us as the river of life – rivers of living water
Trickle that flows under the threshold becomes ankle-deep, knee-deep etc. until it is a flood bringing life
wherever we go
How? By opening our first love gate so the river of life can flow
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I discovered that my spirit has a doorway or 2-way portal like a micro-wormhole that connects me to
Eden, God's garden on Mount Zion in heaven
We welcome God into our spirit and soul and He welcomes us into His realm

I so enjoyed exploring Eden where I discovered the river of life, amazing waterfalls, tree of life, throne of
grace, judgment seat, Father’s garden
I engaged the 7 spirits of God and men in white linen who gave me much insight and revelation

I mapped out my encounters creating pathways of relationship that I could walk until they became part
of me
I now can access any place there by just fixing my thinking or consciousness upon it and engaging by
faith

Rev 4:1 After these things I looked, and behold, a door standing open in heaven, and the first voice
which I had heard, like the sound of a trumpet speaking with me, said, Come up here,
I discovered heaven has many realms and is patterned after the tabernacle

Outer court, inner court, holy of holies; veils of the way, truth and life between the different realms
I discovered there are many rooms, court rooms, councils, assemblies
There are different thrones in the heavenlies where God is seated and where we can be seated

Sometimes Jesus or the Father would walk with me, showing me different rooms, places and
courtrooms
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They introduced me to Wisdom who guided me through the paths, procedures and protocols for using
the courts of heaven

Prov 8:12 “For I am Wisdom, and I am shrewd and intelligent. I have at my disposal living-understanding
to devise a plan for your life. 15 I empower kings to reign and rulers to make laws that are just. 16 I
empower princes to rise and take dominion, and nobles to govern the earth.”

I met Wisdom on Wisdom's heights where there are paths, gates into Zion, doorways, pillars, ancient
paths, the way
Doors there into space, under the earth, the atmosphere and into the earth’s timeline
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I discovered that heaven is a mountain, a sphere of governmental authority where God’s thrones reside
and that there are many figurative mountain ranges in different realms
We all have mountains and thrones in different realms to rule from as we mature in sonship

The mountain thrones are our positions of heavenly authority where we are seated when we know our
identity as sons of God
Relationship and intimacy of the gardens leads to the responsibility of the thrones and the courts

I was given a mantle, sceptre and crown and enthroned on a mountain to be seated and rule
Wisdom gave me a seal and opened up other levels of encounter
I was later given an orb representing authority to legislate and have charge of the courts

There are many differing heavenly roles for us: chancellors, judges, ambassadors, magistrates, scribes,
oracles, legislators, councillors, ministers, elders, lights, fragrances, harmonies, frequencies, doors,
matrixes, planners, architects, designers, artists, musicians,

As we mature as sons we are given different roles and responsibilities
It is vital that we know our heavenly identity as lords, kings and sons
It is vital that we know our heavenly position, where we are seated
It is vital that we know our heavenly authority

Heavenly government is seeing what our Father is doing and being a gateway of heaven into the earth
Heavenly government operates with the authority and power (energy) to govern matter, time and
space.

Heavenly government is being yoked to Jesus and learning to rule in love with a gentle and humble
heart.
Heavenly government comes from a place of rest within the intimacy of a face to face relationship with
God

Heavenly government conceives and releases heaven to manifest on the earth.
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Heavenly government operates in partnership with the angelic realm and the cloud of witnesses.
Kingdom government must be established in heaven first

When seated in the heavenlies we can get to know God’s heart and desires and we can see what the
Father is doing
When we are seated at rest in the heavenlies we have the authority as coheirs to do everything that
Jesus did

Rom 8:19 For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God. 21
that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory of
the children of God.

Isa 9:7 There will be no end to the increase of His government or of peace, on the throne of David and
over his kingdom, to establish it and to uphold it with justice and righteousness from then on and
forevermore.

The advancement of the kingdom is the ever-increasing and expanding of God’s government through His
mandated sons as heirs and coheirs
We have all been given this responsibility as sons for a kingdom that will fill the earth with God’s
government and peace

We need to engage heaven to receive heavenly mandates and blueprints
Establish those mandates through agreement in heaven and on earth
Legislate to prepare for heaven to manifest on earth
Earth out those mandates and blueprints
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How?
Seated, enthroned, we decree, declare, call forth, assign angels, release sounds, lights, frequencies,
fragrances, use the courts, make and use legislation and laws
Let’s engage heaven

Steps like Jacob’s ladder leading up to heaven
There is a door standing open in heaven
Hear the invitation to come up here
Walk up those steps to the door
Now step through the veil into the kingdom realm

Jesus is standing in the doorway
Present yourself to Jesus your High Priest as a living sacrifice
If you have never been enthroned ask Jesus to take you to your mountain and show you your throne
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If you have been enthroned ask Jesus to take you wherever He wants to
Gardens, waterfalls, rivers, thrones, holy of holies, courtrooms etc.
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